
Terry/ 
mounted with mechanism

2 motors motion

REMOTE CONTROLS

PU5
3-button wired remote control for 2-motor 
Motion relaxation armchairs, the third 
button allows to simultaneously close the 
footrest and raise the backrest of the 
armchair.

PU4
2-button wired remote control for 2-motor 
Motion relaxation armchairs. 

PU1
4-button Blackberry wireless remote 
control for 2- or 3-motor lift armchair with 
reinforced 200 kg mechanics.

TRANSFORMERS – ECUS – BATTERIES

BA1
Lithium battery for the operation of 
relaxation armchairs disconnected from 
the home electrical network. 

CE1
Motion electrical system wireless control 
unit for 2-motor lift armchairs. 

TRA1
Transformer for Motion electrical system. 

PR1
Wall socket for Motion system electrical 
transformer, only on new transformers. 

Components and spare parts



Terry/ 
mounted with mechanism

2 motors motion

Components and spare parts

CABLES AND MISCELLANEOUS PARTS

CA1
Cable to connect the transformer to the 
electricity network; compatible with TRA1 
and TRA2 transformers. 

CA4
Wired connector for power and lithium 
battery recharge of the Motion electrical 
system. 

CA3
Short low-voltage cables (20/30/40 
cm) for any connections between the 
components of the Motion mechanism 
electrical system. 

CA2
Long low-voltage cable that connects the 
TRA1 transformer to the armchairs with an 
electrical system for Motion mechanisms. 

CA5
Connector with micro switch to deactivate 
the lifting motor if the armchair wheeled 
trolley is used. 

SU1
Steel-plastic support for positioning and 
fixing the control units and the lithium 
battery to the frame of the relaxation 
armchairs with Motion mechanism. 



Terry/ 
mounted with mechanism

2 motors motion

WHEELS

PIE1
Feet for 508 relaxation armchair base 
with quick coupling. The foot can also 
be used with other mechanisms of a 
compatible foot system.

RU2 
Front wheel complete with support, for 
wheel trolley applicable to mechanism 
508. 

RU3 
Rear wheel complete with support, for 
wheel trolley applicable to mechanism 
508. 

Components and spare parts

The wheels and feet can also be mounted with applications other than those listed above upon request and subsequent 
confirmation by our technicians.



PU2
Splint wireless 6-button remote control 
for 3-motor lift armchair, the third button 
controls the motor that determines the 
inclination and positioning of the head 
rest. 

REMOTE CONTROLS

TRANSFORMERS – ECUS – BATTERIES

BA1
Lithium battery for the operation of 
relaxation armchairs disconnected from 
the home electrical network. 

TRA1
Transformer for Motion electrical system. 

CE2
Motion electrical system wireless control 
unit for 3-motor lift armchairs (“Push 
Head” movement). 

PR1
Wall socket for Motion system electrical 
transformer, only on new transformers. 

Components and spare parts Terry/ 
mounted Push Head



Terry/ 
mounted Push Head

CABLES AND MISCELLANEOUS PARTS

CA1
Cable to connect the transformer to the 
electricity network; compatible with TRA1 
and TRA2 transformers. 

CA4
Wired connector for power and lithium 
battery recharge of the Motion electrical 
system. 

CA3
Short low-voltage cables (20/30/40 
cm) for any connections between the 
components of the Motion mechanism 
electrical system. 

CA2
Long low-voltage cable that connects the 
TRA1 transformer to the armchairs with an 
electrical system for Motion mechanisms. 

CA5
Connector with micro switch to deactivate 
the lifting motor if the armchair wheeled 
trolley is used. 

SU1
Steel-plastic support for positioning and 
fixing the control units and the lithium 
battery to the frame of the relaxation 
armchairs with Motion mechanism. 

Components and spare parts



Terry/ 
mounted Push Head

WHEELS

PIE1
Feet for 508 relaxation armchair base 
with quick coupling. The foot can also 
be used with other mechanisms of a 
compatible foot system.

RU2 
Front wheel complete with support, for 
wheel trolley applicable to mechanism 
508. 

RU3 
Rear wheel complete with support, for 
wheel trolley applicable to mechanism 
508. 

The wheels and feet can also be mounted with applications other than those listed above upon request and subsequent 
confirmation by our technicians.

Components and spare parts



ENVELOPING HEADREST CUSHION
Foam rubber padded with lateral support shapes. 

SNOOPY HEADREST CUSHION 
Padded ergonomic in shaped foam rubber. 

HEADREST FABRIC COVER
Fabric cover to protect the upper part of the backrest. 

ENVELOPING HEADREST BUBBLE
Stuffed with synthetic feathers.

SHAPED HEADREST CUSHION 
Padded with foam rubber. 

HEADREST

Upholstery



BUBBLE LUMBAR CUSHION 
Soft padded with synthetic feathers. 

ARMCHAIR COVER
Fabric cover to protect seat and backrest.

ARMREST COVERS
Pair of protective armrest covers, complete with storage pockets. 

OTHER ITEMS

Upholstery


